202 Apps from 122 Institutions in 36 States & Territories

80 Awards Granted

40 Institutions Received Awards

19 States Received Awards

ODH participated in 16 conferences and virtual workshops in 2022.

285+ people attended ODH events.

ODH consulted with teams on 221 projects and provided feedback on 93 drafts.

73 digital humanists served as external peer reviewers for ODH programs.

Digital Humanities Advancement Grants

Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Digital Humanities

NEH/Mellon Fellowships for Digital Publication

Fellowships Open Book Program

Matthew Hockenberry and Colette Perold
Fordham University
*Manifest: Digital Humanities Platform for the Critical Study of Logistics*
HAA-290391-23

Linford D. Fisher
Brown University
*Stolen Relations: Recovering Stories of Indigenous Enslavement in the Americas*
HAA-287921-22

Eric Kaltman and Joseph C. Osborn
CSU Channel Islands
*The Game and Interactive Software Scholarship Toolkit*
HAA-290396-23

Leigh Lieberman
Alexandria Archive Institute, Inc.
*Networking Archaeological Data and Communities*
HT-288207-22

Christopher Ohge
Mary Anne Rawson’s *The Bow in the Cloud* (1834): A Digital Edition and a Network Analysis of Anti-slavery Literature
FEL-289788-23
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